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complex systems are undergoing a rapid transformation, driven by a convergence of technologies
and their applications, which can benefit from the data and process flow modeling capabilities

offered by dsp. this course provides an introduction to dsp concepts and methods that are pertinent
to applications in areas such as radar, sonar, satellite communications, imaging, seismology, and

fault detection in electrical networks. the students will learn the fundamentals of dsp (e.g. time- and
frequency-domain representations, signal- and image-processing tasks, linear and nonlinear time-

domain filtering), applied statistical methods (e., linear and nonlinear regression, classical and
bayesian statistics, regression analysis), and its applications in time-series signal processing (e.,

estimation of time-varying system parameters, nonlinear modeling of autoregressive (ar) and
moving-average (ma) processes, estimation of non-stationary signals, and wavelet analysis). the
students will develop an understanding of the applications of dsp to real-world problems. efficient

design of asynchronous circuits presents two simulation tools. the simflow simulation tool is used to
design circuits using block design and process-oriented models. it contains simulation modules that
model the effect of various components (i.e., buffers, drivers, sensors) in the circuit. the simviewer
tool models a block or the entire circuit and generates a small subset of the block's waveforms. it

presents all of the signals and filter results on two windows. this paper discusses a simulation tool for
designing asynchronous circuits and includes several software program listings for simulation of

asynchronous circuits. the simviewer tool presents all of the signals and filter results on two
windows. simviewer is based on the stand-alone simulink tool. the stand-alone simulink tool is a

multi-tool that provides a high-level overview of the functionality of the simulink tool. simviewer is a
dynamic graphical front end for simulink, which allows the user to investigate the block properties of
the asynchronous circuits model, whereas simulink provides a similar option via its block properties

view. the contents of the two approaches are similar. the paper also discusses the advantages of
using simviewer and presents a brief comparison with other graphic-based front ends for simulink.

the paper details each of the simulink blocks and the simflow processes and then discusses a model
for designing asynchronous circuits. the paper concludes with some discussion on file formats and

porting an analysis from simulink to simviewer.
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the simulation and results of a multi-
input multi-output (mimo) system for

a variety of input signal types
including non-zero frequency signals,

anti-blockage signals with non-
stationary power line interference
signals, and types of interference

from co-channel and adjacent-
channel interference. a new

performance analysis technique, a
new complex arctangent

demodulation function, and a new
candidate for a model for the mimo
demodulation functions an adaptive
time-domain adaptive filter with a

time-varying convergence rate using
the error rate method is used to
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estimate the co-channel and
adjacent-channel interference,

frequency of a band-limited pulse
train, and a data sequence from a

continuous data stream. a recursive
least-squares technique is used to

estimate noise spectra for a number
of different noise conditions. the
results were obtained over a 50

mbit/s unmodulated data set with
the adaptive filter and the recursive
least-squares techniques. the error
rates for each of the applications

were determined by using the value
of the signal-to-noise ratio that

minimized the error rate. the results
show the feasibility of the technique
for use with real data. by filtering the

data with a digital finite impulse
response filter, the final results were
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obtained using the digitized data.
this work applies a bayesian

methods as a method to recover
subspace signals with a known

covariance matrix. the basis
generating signal is observed with a
noise corrupted signal. the subspace
signal is assumed to be generated
by mixing the basis signal with an

unknown time-variant mixing
coefficient matrix. the covariance

matrix of the basis signal is assumed
to be known. the covariance matrix

of the noise is assumed to be known.
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